Enzyme reactions at the surface of living cells. II. Destabilization in the membranes and conduction of signals.
The dynamics of a bound-enzyme reaction is studied when the diffusion of both the substrate and the product is coupled to their electric repulsion and to enzyme reaction. Contrary to what is occurring when substrate diffusion is uncoupled with electric repulsion and enzyme reaction, no hysteresis loop of the partition coefficient exists. The electric partition coefficient monotonically declines as substrate or product concentration is increased in the reservoir. The random perturbation of a steady state may generate a localized destabilization of substrate and product concentration. This destabilization must propagate in the membrane and may be viewed as the conduction of a signal. These conduction phenomena are entirely due to electric effects. In the absence of these effects, the system is homeostatic, that is it returns back to its initial steady state after a perturbation. Obviously under these conditions conduction of signals cannot occur. Increasing the ionic strength of the external milieu tends to stabilize the system and to suppress conduction effects in the membrane.